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download.Japan’s financial regulators have drafted new proposals to prevent the country’s cryptocurrency exchanges from operating within the country’s borders. “Financial institutions and authorities continue to cooperate with one another on a number of issues related to virtual currencies, including the safety and protection of users,” according to a Financial Services Agency notice that was published
in the agency’s official business publication on Sunday. The revised proposals suggest that exchanges offer only “security tokens” — a type of product sold on the global cryptocurrency market that are meant to be a safe haven asset in times of stress. The FSA’s new regulations “will allow virtual currency exchanges to operate if they meet the following conditions,” the notice continues. The new rules

suggest that exchanges should have a clearing house, complete risk management systems and should be backed by a larger licensed financial institution. In June, the FSA launched an investigation into exchange operator GMO Coin. The proposed exchange said in a statement: “We believe that the FSA’s proposals are fair and appropriate, and we hope to comply with them as soon as possible.”
Cryptocurrency-related startups have warned that the proposals could devastate the local industry. The revised proposals also point out the need for regulation to prevent the use of cryptocurrencies for money laundering. The exchange operators also need to “realize the risk of crypto-based investment,” according to the notice. The agency’s proposals come after the Japanese government implemented
new regulations in April to prevent the country’s crypto exchanges from operating within the country’s borders. The new rules also allow crypto exchanges to partner with other virtual currency businesses, such as custodians and money transfer operators. The proposals follow three high-profile hacks in the past year: In April, the Coincheck exchange was hacked, resulting in a $500 million theft from
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